
Smart Listening Abilities

Deployed over than 100k license
100% focused on privacy



Imagine a world where we could hear and react to every sound even if we are not there
What will the impact be on humans and machines? 



abilisense enables smart devices to listen, understand and alert on important sounds
In order to maintain public order and to increase the sense of personal security 



SAFE CITIES
The relevant person, IoT device or command center 

will be alerted in real-time on the following events and many more
Buildings
Burglaries, abnormal noises 
and hazards

Gardens
Noise, vandalism and 
violence

Streets
Gun shots, terror attacks 
and vandalism



EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
The relevant person, IoT device or command center 

will be alerted in real-time on the following events and many more
Campus
Violence, rape and 
vandalism

Accessibility for Deaf People 
Bell ring, fire hazards and 
announcements

Preschool
Violence, abuse and 
vandalism



SOCIAL SERVICES
The relevant person, IoT device or command center 

will be alerted in real-time on the following events and many more
Seniors
Violence, Incidents and 
abnormal behavior

Accessibility for Deaf People 
baby crying, a doorbell, smoke 
detectors

Abuse or Violence
Shouts, crying and
keywords



TECHNOLOGY

Audio input Classification Alert

1 2 3
SOUND-SENSING
The Smart device constantly capture raw signals by a microphone and sends them into the activity detector in order to decide if its a normal signal or it 
should be further analyzed.

AI CLASSIFICATION
Signal correction algorithm will improve the signal quality for accurate decoding of the sounds. Features extraction will stream the signal features into 
the AI sound recognition engine that will identify and tag all the events that occur in the signal segment.

AUTONOMOUSLY ALERTING
Due to an elastic architecture that is fully customizable, no matter if its a single sound or multiple sounds that are aggregated into an event, our system is 
able to automatically trigger or alert a wide variety of systems such as IoT devices, applications, and cloud-based services. 



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

AI ON THE EDGE
Real-time response and improves data privacy

FUNCTIONAL IN NOISY ENVIRONMENTS
Operates indoor and outdoor

HARDWARE AGNOSTIC
Works with a wide range of microphones and processors



SDK Licensing

PRICING OPTIONS

API Subscriptions
Please contact us for pricing .



Thank you for taking the time to go over the presentation, 
we will be happy to cooperate and bring you insights and additional value on events related to 

safety, security and accessibility. 

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

Erez Lugashi
CEO

erez@abilisense.com
+972-54-232-4640

Maayan Knafo
VP BIZDEV

maayan@abilisense.com
+972-54-688-6065
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